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1 INTRODUCTION 
Coastal BC Timber Sales (BCTS) road building operations frequently must remove rock—either 

from new road headings or when improving existing roads—and for this, most contractors rely 

on drilling and blasting. The use of rock breakers is rare and is reserved primarily for removing 

rock when in close proximity to sensitive habitat, structures, or habitations, or where flyrock or 

the noise from blasting is a concern. 

Flyrock from over-blasting can travel long distances and injure personnel or damage equipment 

and structures. It may also become an overhead hazard to fallers if it becomes lodged in tree 

branches, or it can be an unseen hazard to saws and personnel in sawmills if it becomes 

embedded in the tree bark. While flyrock has always been of some concern to BCTS, it is of 

growing concern to Interior BCTS business areas because their road building operations are 

encountering rock more frequently as they access timber on steeper and higher elevation 

terrain. Previous road construction has tended to be on lower elevation and flatter ground 

where road layout could usually avoid rock. When rock did need to be removed, road builders in 

the Interior tended to rely on drilling and blasting subcontractors. Despite encountering rock 

more frequently, Interior BCTS road contractors have continued to subcontract rock work rather 

than develop in-house capabilities like coastal road contractors have done. 

BCTS believes that rock breakers may offer improved road building safety and productivity; 

however, most of its contractors neither use this equipment nor have cost and productivity data 

with which to justify purchase of the equipment. In 2020, BCTS asked FPInnovations to 

investigate the cost-effectiveness and potential for greater implementation of rock breaker 

technology by its road building contractors. The scope of the analysis was limited to hydraulic 

ripper, rock hammer, and rock splitter attachments sized to fit common (200- to 300-class) road 

building excavators. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Background and technical data for the study were gathered from discussions with BCTS Strait of 

Georgia Business Area staff and British Columbia (B.C.) geotechnical professionals1, a review of 

available technical literature, and state-of-practice surveys with two B.C. rock breaker 

distributors and two Coastal BCTS road contractors who use rock breakers. Glen Devries and 

Carly Wethersett of ShearForce Equipment estimated productivity ranges for use of a hydraulic 

ripper (the Xcentric Ripper), rock hammers, and rock splitters on common B.C. rock types, and 

modified an existing Xcentric Ripper graphic to present the information in relations to rock 

hardness. An interactive map was created to allow readers to view the rock types and their 

hardness ranges for each BCTS operating area. This map is incorporated as an online tool as part 

of this report. 

 
1 Cliff Candy, P.Geo., Peter Bullock, P.Eng., Calvin Van Buskirk, P.Eng., P.Geo. 

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/07dbf020f2ab49328d47e27ea0c05858/
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3 ROCK BREAKER TECHNOLOGY 
In resource road work conducted in British Columbia, rock breaker technology is implemented 

using excavator-mounted attachments. Rock breakers are most commonly used for civil work 

and are sold as dedicated machines; however, integrating a dedicated rock-breaking machine 

into resource road operations has not been found to be logistically or financially feasible.  

Three types of rock breaker attachments are currently available: hydraulic rippers, rock 

hammers, and rock splitters (Figure 1). The rock hammer is the most versatile and most 

commonly used on B.C. resource road projects. It uses hydraulic fluid or gas to rapidly impel a 

steel impacting tool that is oriented at 90° to the rock surface. Care must be taken to avoid 

damaging the rock hammer by prying, pulling, or otherwise side loading the tool.  

The hydraulic rock ripper also impacts the rock but, in addition, features a wide, claw-shaped tool 

that allows prying and pulling motions, which can increase productivity in soft or fractured rock. 

This type of ripper should not be confused with static rippers, which lack an impact piston and are 

used for scraping weathered and fractured material from rock faces. The hydraulic ripper was 

originally developed and manufactured by Grado Cero Systemas; their brand name is the Xcentric 

Ripper. More recently, a competing brand—Vibro Ripper—has entered the market. 

A rock splitter does not use impact to break rock; instead, it has an expanding tool that, when 

inserted in a pre-drilled hole, increases in diameter to initiate cracking, and forces the rock 

apart. It is used for in sectors such as mining and urban development but is not currently used 

for rockwork on B.C. resource roads. It is included in this report because it may have potential if 

blasting is prohibited and the rock is too hard for rock hammers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Hydraulic rock ripper (left), rock hammer (middle), and rock splitter (right) (left and right photos 
courtesy of ShearForce Equipment; middle photo courtesy of Van-Ed Equipment). 
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4 COMPONENTS OF PRODUCTIVITY 
The following review of productivity factors of rock breakers focuses on rock rippers and 

hammers. Their production rates are strongly influenced by four major factors: ripper/hammer 

energy class specifications, rock hardness, ripper/hammer operation, and rock breaker 

integration with other equipment. 

4.1 Ripper/Hammer Energy Class Specifications 

Impact power and tool diameter are central to the ability of rock rippers and hammers to 

fracture rock, but efficiency depends on the horsepower and weight of the attachment, which 

together define an energy class. The mass of a rock ripper or hammer should be matched to the 

carrier mass to ensure the carrier remains stable when operating the attachment and has 

sufficient power and hydraulic flow to operate the breaker. Bigger attachments create more 

impact energy and can break rock faster and achieve higher production rates; however, 

increasing attachment size is more expensive, and can also slow and encumber a carrier’s stick, 

or require use of a larger carrier.  

Optimal matching of a ripper to a carrier is more difficult than for a hammer because there are 

fewer incremental sizes of rippers. Figure 2 shows the nine sizes of the Xcentric Ripper; 

however, only the XR20, XR30, and XR40 are appropriately sized for use with the 200- to 300-

class excavators commonly employed by B.C. resource road builders. 

 

Figure 2. Xcentric Rippers are available in nine sizes (image courtesy of ShearForce Equipment). 

 

Table 1 provides a sample of available rock breaker products that would pair with 200- to 300-

class road building excavators, along with their features, but by no means is the list 

comprehensive. Numerous features and options are claimed to increase rock breaker efficiency, 

prolong maintenance intervals, and reduce noise and vibration. Potential buyers should consult 

online resources and product literature, contact other rock breaker owners, and obtain technical 

advice from distributors before purchasing, leasing, or renting rock breaker equipment. 
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Table 1. Product specifications for a sample of rock breakers sized to 200- to 300-class excavators 

Make Model 
Mass  
(kg) 

Carrier 
Mass 

(t) 

Impact 
Power 

(joules0 

Tool 
Diameter 

(mm) 

Rock Hammers 

Allied Hy-Ram HR33 1240 15-23 4 745 120 

 Hy-Ram HR44 1650 20-29 6 780 135 

 Hy-Ram HR60 2320 27-40 9 490 150 

 Rammer 2166 1400 18-26 4 745 125 

 Rammer 2577 1760 21-30 6 780 135 

 Rammer 3288 2400 26-40 10 847 142 

LaBounty LMB2015 1090 12-20 3 390 115 

 LMB2620 1405 16-26 4 745 125 

 LMB3025 1764 21-30 6 779 135 

 LMB4035 2405 26-40 10 847 142 

ShearForce SM20 1827 14-22 6 779 135 

 SM25 2004 16-23 8 135 140 

 SM30 2473 23-28 9 490 150 

 SM35 2782 25-32 10 846 155 

ShearForce HR300 2445 23-32 10 846 150 

 HR380 3045 30-45 13 558 160 

Stanley MBX208 1397 12-23 4 000 125 

 MBX258 1696 16-25 5 400 135 

 MBX308 1939 18-29 6 800 140 

Stanley MB/XP2620 1400 16-26 4 700 125 

 MB/XP3025 1800 21-30 6 800 135 

 MB/XP4035 2400 26-40 10 800 142 

Hydraulic Rippers 

Xcentric Ripper XR20 2500 18-24 n/a n/a 

 XR30 3300 24-30 n/a n/a 

 XR40 4200 32-40 n/1 n/a 

 

4.2 Rock Hardness 

Rock hardness refers to resistance to impact and abrasion, which depends on both the physical 

structure of the rock (e.g., shape of grains, texture, crystallinity, modification by heat or 

pressure, etc.) and secondary factors (e.g., planes, cleavage, schistosity, presence of joints and 

fractures, etc.). It is a qualitative expression of rock strength and can be highly variable, even 

within the same rock type. The feasibility of using a rock breaker at a specific site is therefore 

best determined by conducting a field inspection or by experience with similar rock in the area.  

Rock strength is a quantitative measure of how well a material resists permanent deformation 

from compression (USDA, 2012). A common measure of rock material strength is the unconfined 

compression test, which may or may not represent in situ strength since it depends on the 

properties of the rock sample, test equipment, test procedures, and cannot account for in situ 

secondary factors that cause discontinuities or weaker material.  
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Quantifying the degree to which a rock mass is weakened through secondary factors can be 

expressed by its rock quality designation (RQD), which is derived from an examination of coring 

samples. It is calculated as the sum of the length of unfractured rock (i.e., intact rock segment 

lengths 10 cm or longer) divided by the total length of the sample. Figure 3 shows borehole 

samples starting from low RQD at the top (having many fractures) to high RQD at the bottom 

(few to no fractures). 

 

Figure 3. Low to high rock quality designation in core samples (image courtesy of ShearForce Equipment). 

 

4.2.1 Rock Breaker Productivity Relative to Rock Hardness 

Ranges in British Columbia 

The breakability of rock is usually estimated based on operator experience and local site 

observations; however, it may be possible to develop probability-based estimates of breakability 

by leveraging available geotechnical information. Figure 4 shows the feasibility and productivity 

of using hydraulic rippers, rock hammers, and rock splitters in relation to hardness ranges for 

rock types commonly found in British Columbia.2 The estimated hardness range for each rock 

 
2 Figure 4 was created by FPInnovations, in collaboration with ShearForce Equipment. The rock types and 
general rock categories were identified and simplified using the B.C. digital geology data set from the 
British Columbia Geological Survey (Cui et al., 2017), and the hardness values were estimated using 
resources from ShearForce Equipment in combination with several other publications (Brandon, 1974; 
Attewell & Farmer, 1976; Johnson & DeGraff, 1988). 
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type includes softer forms of the rock type that were weakened by secondary factors that would 

have lower RQD values. 

Important! Economic analyses and purchase decisions should not be based on the estimated 

productivities listed in Figure 4. These productivities have not been validated by FPInnovations 

through timing and productivity studies. The primary purpose of the figure is to help illustrate 

the rock types and hardness values for which each type of rock breaker is best suited. 

 

Figure 4. Feasibility of using rock breaking equipment for resource road work, by rock type. 

 

Feasibly of Rock Breaking Equipment for Resource Road Work- by Rock Type 
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4.2.2 Feasibility of Using Rock Breakers in BCTS Operating Areas 

The B.C. digital geology data set that informed classifications of rock types in Figure 4 also 

included spatial information, so after adding rock hardness ranges, it was possible to create 

corresponding rock hardness maps. Figures 5 and 6 show BCTS Strait of Georgia business area 

operations overlaid on maps of expected minimum and maximum rock hardness, respectively. 

An interactive map with all BCTS business area operations and their expected ranges of rock 

hardness is available here.  

  

Figure 5. Minimum expected rock hardness in southwest British Columbia (BCTS Strait of Georgia 
operating areas shown in white). 
   

Important! None of the maps should be used as bases for preparing bids or projects because the 

accuracy of geological classification in the original database varies at a local scale, and the 

associated minimum and maximum hardness values are approximations. The maps are provided 

so that high-level assessments of the overall feasibility of using rock breakers as a replacement 

for drilling and blasting across British Columbia can be made.  

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/07dbf020f2ab49328d47e27ea0c05858/
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Figure 6. Maximum expected rock hardness in southwest British Columbia (BCTS Strait of Georgia 
operating areas shown in white). 

 

The interactive map allows users to zoom in and click on any area to determine how the geology 

at a location has been classified, along with associated hardness ranges. Figure 7 shows an 

example dialog box that pops up when the user clicks on an area inside the Sayward Forest on 

northern Vancouver Island. 
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Figure 7. Screen capture of interactive map showing Sayward Forest rock type and hardness 

estimates. The map is available at this link. 
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4.3 Ripper/Hammer Operation 

Operator skill and experience are major influences on rock breaker productivity. High 

productivity is frequently achieved by exploiting the cracks and seams in rock masses. Resource 

road builders may have difficulty finding educational material about rock breaker operation and 

maintenance from traditional sources of industrial training; however, rock breaker distributors 

in British Columbia have a wealth of information and advice to share. They have expertise and 

offer guidance on model selection, features, and options; on pairing the breaker to the carrier; 

on breaker operation and maintenance; and on techniques for improving productivity under 

different rock conditions. For example, operation guides are available for the Xcentric Ripper 

(Appendix A) and for rock hammers available from Van-Ed Equipment (Appendix B). 

The following discussion and recommended practices for ripper/hammer operation were 

developed primarily from information acquired from a survey of two rock hammer owners who 

build roads for BCTS (Dan Bettensen [Far North Contracting] and John Gregson [Copcan Civil]), 

and two B.C.-based distributors of rock hammers (Glen Devries [ShearForce Equipment, which 

also handles Xcentric rippers] and Rick Thompson [Van-Ed Equipment]). Additional information 

was provided by Wes Bieber (Longfellows Inc.), a B.C. forestry consultant who has experience 

working on construction projects that use Xcentric Rippers. 

4.3.1 Switching Between Ripper/Hammer and Bucket 

Attachments 

Quick connect hardware, originally developed in British Columbia, allows one carrier to operate 

multiple road building attachments. The quick connect hardware may not fit all carriers; 

however, it is possible to fabricate universal quick connect mounts so that any rock breaker and 

any carrier in the fleet can be paired. 

Switching between a ripper/hammer and a bucket would be a requirement for most resource 

road headings or quarries because there often is only one excavator present. This switch 

normally takes about 15 minutes and involves only two bolts, a wedge, and hydraulic lines (two 

lines for a hammer, three lines for a ripper). Changing larger implements, however, can be more 

difficult and time consuming, and requires two people. 

4.3.2 Tool Tip Style 

Through long use in civil, quarry, and mining applications, rock hammer tool tips have been 

developed in a variety of styles. The most common tip used in resource road construction 

projects is the chisel tip, which provides superior control when exploiting rock fractures (Figure 

8); however, Van-Ed recommends having a variety of tips available and selecting the correct tip 

for the rock type and job application (Figure 9). Choosing the right tool for the job may involve 

trial and error. For a hydraulic ripper, such as the Xcentric Ripper, a wide chisel is only design 

available for the replaceable tip; however, some B.C. operators have also successfully deployed 

custom-made tips to optimize machine efficiency in certain types of rock. 
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Figure 8. Rock hammer tool with a chisel tip (photo courtesy of ShearForce Equipment). 

 

 

Figure 9. Recommendations for matching tool tips to material types and job applications (source: Van-Ed 
Equipment). 

 

4.3.3 Following the Rock Seams and Fractures 

By finding and following the seams and fractures in a rock mass, rock faces or boulders can be 

broken down in the fastest way. Rock hammers are not designed for prying at fractures or 

raking rocks; operators who do this risk damaging the hammer. Instead, rock hammers are 

equipped with steel guarding (stone teeth) that is intended for pushing or pulling rocks. 

Conversely, rock rippers are designed for both impacting and ripping (prying and raking), which 

helps them achieve higher productivity under some circumstances.  

When using rock rippers/hammers, operators should avoid starting the work too far from the 

material’s edge. They should break from the outside edge or a corner—where the rock is less 

supported—and work inward. Close to the edge, the rock is more easily fractured, and broken 

materials can fall out of the way.  
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Similarly, if excavating a hole, blasting or using a rock hammer becomes more difficult because 

rock is constrained all around and has nowhere to go once fractured. When working an 

unfractured face of hard rock, operators should build a fracture inside the face by hammering at 

a series of points in a line across the face. Sometimes the pattern must be repeated to make the 

rock break. 

4.3.4 Positioning the Tool and Avoiding Blank Firing 

Operators should frequently reposition the tool. If it is kept at one spot too long, it can start 

creating a hole rather than fracturing the rock. Excessive heat buildup at the tip of the tool can 

cause burrs to develop along its cutting edge (called mushrooming), which renders it ineffective 

and can potentially lead to more severe failures. Hammering too long at one spot can also 

overwork the hydraulic system of the excavator and transmit damaging levels of vibration and 

recoil into the excavator boom. 

The rock hammer tool should always be placed at 90° to the rock surface before firing. 

Operators should avoid irregularities in the rock surface that might easily break and cause blank 

firing or firing at an incorrect working angle. Blank firing occurs when the breaker is operated 

with the tool suspended in the air, causing the piston to fire inside the housing. This can cause 

damage to internal components, including breaking the tie rods; therefore, operators should 

keep blank firing to a minimum.  

Using the correct amount of pressure is also important; this can be achieved by pressing down 

on the tool with the boom until the front of the excavator tracks just start to lift off the ground. 

The sound of regular tapping at an expected frequency is a reliable indication that an operator is 

not blank firing and is regularly repositioning the tool. 

4.3.5 Lubrication  

Rock hammer manufacturers have simplified daily service requirements; however, the operator 

is expected to perform regular inspections and, possibly, lubricate the equipment. Most rock 

hammer attachments require lubrication of the lower tool holder bushings and tool (with tool 

paste) every 2–3 hours to prevent metal-on-metal contact that can cause premature tool 

bushing wear. Automatic lubrication systems are available to help eliminate manual lubrication 

requirements. This may be an effective strategy for ensuring longevity and minimizing wear. 

4.4 Rock Breaker Integration with Other Equipment  

Integration of rock breakers into BCTS road building operations may create issues due to a lack 

of suitably sized road surfacing materials created by the rock breaking activities and a lack of 

productivity in hard rock conditions. These issues can be addressed, however, by using a rock 

crusher that can produce 25 mm minus (1” minus) aggregate needed for road surfaces or using 

approaches to blasting more typical to urban projects. 
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4.4.1 Producing Fines for Road Surfacing 

A rock hammer generally produces 150 mm minus (6" minus) aggregate, but material for 

capping a roadway has a 1” minus requirement. Fine materials for capping BCTS roads are 

typically produced by drilling and blasting, or by large crushers based at rock pits; however, 

excavator-mounted attachments are also available and could be integrated with rock breakers 

to produce roading materials. When using rock breakers in softer rock, running over 6” minus 

aggregate with the carrier may be enough to produce road cap material. Vibratory compactors 

have also been successful in breaking up soft and medium hardness rock into a capping 

aggregate. Figure 10 shows two crusher bucket/screeners. Switchover time is about the same as 

that for a rock hammer/ripper. 

 

 
Figure 10. Examples of crusher bucket/screener attachments: BF crusher (top); Xcentric crusher (bottom) 
(photos courtesy of Van-Ed Equipment and ShearForce Equipment). 
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4.4.2 Non-blast Options for Low Productivity Hammers in Hard 

Rock 

Drilling and blasting done in tandem with rock hammers is not usual on the B.C. coast; however, 

there are some conditions where this combination might improve road building safety, quality, 

and productivity—possibly at a lower overall cost. Some operations have been successful at 

drilling into harder rock to initiate fractures that a rock hammer can then work. The 

recommended technique is to drill and then hammer in and around the holes. Drilling and then 

initiating a small blast will initiate even more fracturing and further increase rock hammer 

productivity. Use of larger models of rippers/hammers (mounted on larger carriers) may 

improve production enough in hard rock conditions to make their use feasible rather than 

conducting drilling and blasting. Using larger models also improves production, in general, and 

allows deeper excavations to be made. 

A rock splitter is effective for rock of any hardness, provided it can be drilled. Rock sizes 

produced by a rock splitter are controlled largely by hole spacing. Productivity of rock splitting is 

governed primarily by the time needed to drill the shallow holes. Typically, a rock drill is 

mounted on a dedicated carrier equipped with air tanks, rod holders, etc. An alternative, 

however, could be to use an excavator-mounted drill attachment rather than a backhoe drill on-

site. An excavator-mounted drill would have a greater reach and there would be no need for a 

dedicated drilling machine (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Traxxon TR-EX-2000 drill attachment on a 300-class excavator (photo courtesy of Traxxon Rock 
Drills Ltd.). 

 

Non-explosive chemical products are also available for working in tandem with rock breakers. 

They force apart rock where it has been pre-drilled. Nxburst is a non-firing blast technology that 

is usually employed to break apart large boulders, but it can also be used on rock faces. Minimal 
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training is required to be certified in the use of Nxburst, and the requirements for storing and 

transporting the cartridges are much less restrictive than those for explosives. Although using 

Nxburst can produce some flyrock, it does rarely travels over 50 m. Non-firing blasting may be 

suited for use with rippers and softer rock, but it is more commonly used with hammers when 

drilling and sometimes blasting is needed to create fractures that make the rock more workable. 

Expanding grout is another non-blast technology that can be used in conjunction with a drill and 

excavator to remove hard rock when blasting is not appropriate or permitted. No certification is 

required for its use; however, the grout takes several hours to expand and split the rock. 

5 ROCK BREAKER COSTS, BENEFITS, AND 

RISKS  
Three factors affect the business case for renting or purchasing rock breakers: costs, economic 

benefits and risks, and safety benefits of avoiding using traditional drilling and blasting. 

5.1 Supporting Technology Costs 

The cost of purchasing rock hammer attachments that are appropriate for 200- to 300-class 

carriers is $50 000–$150 000, while the cost of the corresponding XR20, XR30, XR40 Xcentric 

Rippers ranges from $65 000 to $195 000. Cost varies depending on the size and options 

included. Rental options are also available from Van-Ed Equipment and ShearForce Equipment. 

Anticipated service life for rock breakers is about 7–10 years, based on relatively constant use; 

after that, metal fatigue and parts availability may become issues. Bushing and tool bit 

replacement can cost approximately $2000–$5000. 

The purchase prices of rock splitters and bucket crusher/screener attachments are comparable 

to those of the Xcentric Ripper. Yamamoto brand rock splitter attachments are available for two 

sizes of carriers: 12–25 tonne carriers, and 20–45 tonne carriers. Nxburst cartridges are 

approximately four times more expensive than typical blasting cartridges. 

5.2 Economic Benefits and Risks 

The economic benefits of using rock breakers centre on achieving feasible baseline productivity, 

but they also include less tangible benefits derived from avoiding blasting. This is especially true 

in the B.C. interior, where waiting for drilling and blasting subcontractors to arrive is common; 

even with very hard rock, a rock hammer operator can accomplish some work rather than 

pausing all operations. If the rock section is small enough, a rock hammer could accomplish the 

work in the time that may be required for blasters to arrive. Having a rock breaker on-site could 

also help with other roads tasks, such as creating riprap. 

Currently, contractors must use their own knowledge of rock type in the area to judge whether 

rock breakers would be suitable for a BCTS project bid. At this early stage of implementation, it 

may be advisable for BCTS to incentivize early adopters of the technology and help control risks 

associated with early adoption. It may be possible for BCTS to structure contracts in a way that 
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specifies rock work methods to encourage experimentation rather than simply paying 

contractors per metre of development, regardless of the construction method used. If 

contractors were encouraged and supported to experiment, there might more attempts to 

integrate rock rippers/breakers within BCTS projects. The lack of rock breakers used in BCTS 

contracts likely relates to the relative hardness of coastal rock, which results in variable and 

slower production rates compared to drilling and blasting. Structuring coastal contracts that give 

weight to not just productivity but also incentivize use of measures that avoid creating flyrock 

may be a successful approach to increasing the implementation of rock breaker technology in 

BCTS road building operations.  

An assessment of rock hardness by BCTS, included as part of a bidding package, may also be 

feasible. While the maps prepared in this report provide a general overview, more detailed and 

accurate measurements are needed for bids. Seismic surveys are one approach that could 

assess rock hardness systematically. 

The following quote from a contractor captures the essence of implementing rock breaker 

technology in terms of maintaining productivity and recognizing its potential benefits and risks. 

“Drilling and blasting ain’t cheap – there are lots of regs and restrictions, so if rock 

breakers could have similar production, they would be a good tool. Would need to see 

how rock breakers fit into the business model or at least see that they are not a big risk.” 

Dan Bettenson, Far North Contracting Ltd. 

5.3 Safety Benefits  

Use of rock breakers, when feasible, instead of drilling and blasting, is expected to generate 

numerous safety benefits for BCTS road building activities, including the following: 

• Reduced risk of flyrock hitting personnel, vehicles, or trees in the blast zone (and avoids 

associated incident reporting and insurance implications). 

• Reduced requirements for blasting weak rock masses, which can have unseen 

discontinuities that redirect blast forces in unexpected directions and dislodge large 

rocks from cut slopes or hillsides. 

• Reduced risk of triggering landslides with shockwaves and the associated environmental 

damage (and avoids the potential for fines and environmental mitigation). 

• Possible avoidance of blasting near sensitive marine environments. 

• Reduced risks from working near bridge foundations or power lines where blasting 

would require the use of special work procedures and blasting mats and involve high 

liability. 

• Reduced drill crew exposure to risks associated with drilling holes (e.g., injuries from 

noise, dust, vibration). 

• Reduced dust from rock rippers/hammers compared to blasting. 

• Reduced exposure of blasting personnel to risks associated with: 

o storage, transport, handling of explosives 

o explosives degrading over time and becoming unstable 

o filling and tamping holes 
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• Fewer occasions to evacuate blast zones, prevent overflights, and halt adjacent forest 

operations (because loggers walking with caulk boots or using walkie talkies near the 

blast site could trigger an explosion; explosion and flyrock could put forest workers at 

risk). 

Figure 12 shows a sequence of photos of road construction from northern Vancouver Island 

that, due to safety concerns, employed a rock hammer rather than drilling and blasting. The 

project site was near mountain biking trails and successfully worked through a 60-m-long 

section of basalt rock. Capping the road involved trucking in finer materials from blast sites in 

the area. 

  
 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Rock hammer breaking rock at a road turn (left). Same corner, prepared with fines that were 
brought in from another site (right). Completed road at the site (bottom) (photos courtesy of Jim Clowes, 
BCTS Strait of Georgia). 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Rock breakers may offer improved road building safety and productivity for BCTS operations; 

however, most BCTS contractors neither use this equipment nor have cost and productivity data 

with which to justify purchase it. In 2020, BCTS asked FPInnovations to investigate the cost-

effectiveness and potential for greater implementation of rock breaker technology by its road 

building contractors. The scope of the analysis was limited to hydraulic ripper, rock hammer, 

and rock splitter attachments sized to fit common (200- to 300-class) road building excavators. 

Four key factors govern the productivity of rock breakers: ripper/hammer energy class 

specifications, rock hardness, ripper/hammer operation, and rock breaker integration with other 

equipment. The following summarizes information on each factor: 

1) Excavator mass and hydraulic system specifications should be matched to the 

requirements of the breaker attachment. Numerous features and options claim to 

increase rock breaker efficiency, prolong maintenance intervals, and reduce noise and 

vibration. Potential buyers should consult online resources and product literature, 

contact other rock breaker owners, and obtain technical advice from distributors before 

purchasing, leasing, or renting rock breaker equipment. 

2) Rock hardness depends on both the physical structure of the rock material and the 

characteristics of the joint fractures present. Unconfined compressive strength testing 

can quantify rock type hardness; however, fracturing, layering, jointing, and weathering 

reduce the strength of rock masses encountered in the field. Seismic surveys can more 

accurately characterize rock hardness of rock masses in the field. 

3) High productivity is frequently achieved by exploiting cracks and seams in rock masses. 

Equipment distributors in British Columbia have many training resources on ensuring 

operator safety, maximizing productivity, and minimizing repairs and downtime. 

Operational best practices include quick change hardware, matching tool tip style to 

rock type and job application, using rock breaking techniques to maximize productivity 

and avoid machine damage, and conducting frequent servicing of the breaker to 

maximize its utilization and service life.  

4) Rock breakers are underutilized in BCTS road building operations but may offer 

productivity and safety benefits if used. Integration of rock breakers with drilling and 

blasting, or rock crushers may be required to produce a full matrix of rock sizes for road 

construction. Use of rock breakers may not be feasible if encountering hard rock 

deposits, but their productivity can be increased by using various pre-fracturing 

techniques or larger breaker models. Hard rock deposits can also be broken by using 

rock splitters or non-explosive chemical rock splitters. 

The economic case for using rock breakers is founded on cost and productivity data but should 

also include some valuation of the potential safety and environmental benefits that accrue from 

avoiding some blasting activities. Numerous safety benefits from the implementation of rock 

breaker technology and associated reduction in blasting activity are anticipated. Cost data are 

available, but productivity data are lacking, and contractors are hesitant to trial rock breaker 

technology without this information. BCTS should consider ways of reducing the economic risks 

for early adopters of this technology.  
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This could include facilitating contractor field trials with rock breakers, creating project contracts 

that require the use of rock breakers, providing data on rock hardness in road construction 

contracts, and collecting productivity data from construction projects that use rock breakers.  

On the B.C. coast, rock breakers could play a larger role in mitigating flyrock given the rare 

application of blasting mats. In the B.C. interior, the use of rock breakers may reduce road 

building costs by allowing road builders to maintain productivity when encountering rock and 

reduce the need to subcontract blasters. In both regions, road builders stand to benefit from 

employing rock breakers, provided they are deployed on the right types of road building 

projects and are used by trained operators. 
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APPENDIX A: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR XCENTRIC RIPPER (REPRODUCED WITH 

EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM 

SHEARFORCE EQUIPMENT LTD.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Basic Procedure 
1.1. Bench Excavation fmlfi. 
1) Position to Start (' The position of Ground level excavation is same as Bench excavation) 

(Polnt.1> Make the ground level flat 
(Polnt.2> Set the excavator in order to posttion boom and arm with proper angle. 
(Polnt.3> Set the ripper arm vertically to the ground or just a little inside vertical. 
(Polnt.4> Set the tooth onto the material approx. 20cm deep from the edge. 

(ref.) Lower Stopper Check 

_.. 
Visual 
check 

(Polnt.5> Set the tooth fi rmly onto the material by rising the front of crawler (around 30cm). 
At the same time, make sure the gap between pivot arm and lower stopper is around 6-Bcm. 
• Lower stopper visual check to be done when operation starts at ground level. 

4 
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1. Basic Procedure 
1.1. Bench Excavation 

2) Procedure 
2-1) 

5 

2-2) 

Start breaking b=y=-p-u-sh_i_n_g_'_'a_tt_a .... ch_m_e-nt- p-1-• * 
down. 

~ * By breaking material, the front of crawler comes 

Before the front of crawler reaches to GL, keep 
boom down so that breaking material continues. 

down. 

Before the lower pivot arm hits the face of bench, 
stop breaking and down the crawler onto GL by 
rising the boom up. 

Point 1. Keep the weight of excavation on XR, so that idle blow can be avcided. 
2. Keep breaking material straight down as possible. 

1. Basic Procedure 
1.1. Bench Excavation 

2) Procedure 
2-5) 2-6) 

mm4 
J 

6 

-------=•=-..-------i * ====---------===* 
Break the fractured material by ripping back from 
the bench. 

Rise the front of crawler again and keep breaking. 

' 2-8) 

------~ ~ ====------ ~-----~ 
.,. To keep the wall as vertical as possible (yellow .,. 

Keep the operation until the target level. part). Especially the root of the wall should not 

Point 

remain unbroken. 

Keep the wall with vertical fac,e after one round cycle (pie. 2-1 to 2-7), so that it gets easier to 
break material next cycle. 
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1. Basic Procedure 
1.1. Bench Excavation 

2) Procedure 
2-9) 

Rip the broken rocks back from the bench so that 
the next target is visible. 

1. Basic Procedure 
1.2. Ground Level Excavation 

1) Procedure 
1-1) 

*---Before restart breaking, keep a blank space, 
approx. 2m, between the bench and the extracted 
material. 

-'Ii. 

=---------.,,.. * ==-
Start breaking by pushing ·attachment pedal" 
down. 

Expand the breaking area gradually. 

Stop excavating before digging too deep and take 
the rocks out. (In case of soft rock and easy to dig 
in, it is possible to continue to excavate). 

When breaking area expanded, keep digging into 
the target digging level. 

1. The starting excavator position is the same as bench excavation. 

7 

::0 
m 
,:, 
m 
~ 
r:,> ... ... 
0 

r:,> ... 
8 

8 

Point 2. No Free faces in breaking area, so repeat ·short dig & rip rocks out" until reaching target level. 
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1. Basic Procedure 
1.2. Ground Level Excavation 

1) Procedure 
1-5) 

Dig until the target level. 

Take the broken rocks to the direction of excavator 
and make the target rock visible. 

Breaking procedure is the same as in bench 
excavation. 

Make sure the blank space (approx. 2m) is 
available in front of the target and restart the 
excavation. 

Point 1. Once the blank space is made, it is possible to break as same as bench excavation 
2. Broken rocks fill in the area easily, therefore it is necessary to rip out the rock frequently 

9 

::0 
m ,, 
m 
l> 
-I 

-.i. 
10 

2. Precautions during operation 

1) Position of the ripper 
1-1 ) Foothold 

Never operate on the unstable ground. 

1-3) Angle of Ripper Arm 

Insert ripper arm with proper angle. 

1-2) Working Equipment 

Never operate with fully retracted/extended cylinders. 

1-4) Rising the Crawler 

Do not rise the crawler more than the proper height 
(proper height: approx. 30cm). 
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2. Precautions during operation 

1) Position of the ripper 
1-5) Crawler Position 

Do not operate on the crawler with side angle. 

2. Precautions during operation 

2) Breaking 
2-1 ) Continuous Operation Time 

Change the breaking point if no breakings occurs 
during 15 seconds. 

2-2) Bucket Operation during breaking 

While the ripper arm is in the materials on breaking, 
DO NOT take "Bucket operation·. 

11 

12 

In case of continuous unbreakable operation over 
15 seconds, Ripper tooth and tooth holder are to be 
heated and decreased in hardness and it causes 
tooth breakage, abnormal wear and tooth holder 
breakage. Change the breaking point some time 
after the unbreakable operation. 

• In case breaking is possible, it is possible to 
continue breaking over 15 seconds. 

While the ripper arm is in the materials and not 
enough blank space available around the ripper 
arm, DO NOT take "bucket operation"_ This levering 
may result in breakage at the tip of the tooth and/or 
tooth holder. 
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2. Precautions during operation 

2) Breaking 
2-3) Ripper arm stuck 

DO NOT lever the ripper in order to pull out the 
ripper arm. 

2-4) Idle Blow 

l'bOMISlt"">'ll'Omfl»-

13 

In case th9 rip;>9r arm is stuck into mat9rials, DO 
NOT take "bucket 0;>9ration" to release the ripper 
arm. This levering may result in breakage at the tip 
of th9 tooth and/or tooth hold9r. 
In order to pull out the rip;>9r arm, always lift the 
ripper vertically without levering. And ff the ripper 
arm does not come out from the material, ADD "\19,y 
littl9 vibration· by the ripper operation and try to Ifft 
it up vertice.lly. 

DO NOT give vibration if the ripper tooth is not set onto material firmly enough. (The pressure accumulator located 
between ripper arm and housing is to be compressed when it gets ready for breaking.) Idle blow makes too much 
vibration on excavator and harsh noise. 

2. Precautions during operation 

2) Breaking 
2-5) Breaking by strinking with ripper 

DO NOT try to break materials by striking with ripper. 

2-7) Moving materials by prohibited area 

DO NOT use the upper part of ripper arm to move the 
materials. 

14 

2-6) Vibration during ripping 

NEVER give vibration during ripping. 

2-8) Sweeping materials by prohibited area 

DO NOT sweep materials by the upper part of ripper. 
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2. Precautions during operation 

2) Breaking 

2-9) Interfering with u 

Be careful of the interference with pivot arm and 
materials. 

2-11) Interfering with crawler 

Be careful of the interference with crawler and ripper 
tooth . 

2. Precautions during operation 

2) Breaking 
2-13) Invasion of broken material into ripper housing 

Be careful of Invasion of broken material into ripper 
housing. 

-----

Tilt the ripper and take the invading material out. 

15 

2-10) Interfering with working equipment 

Be careful of the interference with working equipment 
and ripper tooth. 

2-12) Flying particle 

Be careful of flying particles during ripping. 

mmil 
16 

When the broken materials come into the ripper 
housing, be sure to take the materials out from the 
ripper housing and restart operation. 

The ripper operation with the invading broken 
materials in the ripper housing may cause the 
breakage of the pressure accumulator and/or 
hydraulic motor. 
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2. Precautions during operation -.L 17 

3) others 

3-1 ) Attachment Weight (Xcentric Ripper > Bucket) 

(Ref) PC200 Attachment We,ght 

Always slew slowly and NEVER slew quickly. 

3-2) Safety Zone 

While excavator is active, machine operator make 
sure nobody is inside of the safety zone (around 20m) 

3. Effective Breaking 

1. STD Bucket 740 kg 

2. XR: 2,676 kg 

DO NOT unreasonably lift Xcentric Ripper too high. 

1) Basic Procedure {The area to be broken is highlighted in blue) 

1-1) In case of breaking from the edge 

~ 

... 

1 . Start breaking from the edge 
2. Break materials in order of 1 to 7 
3. Keep the width of breaking block per around 1 m 
4 . After breaking one line (1 to 7), start breaking 

next line (8 to 14) 
5. Repeat above Step 1 to 4 

1-2) In case of breaking from the center 

1. Break Block 1 and make the edge on the bench 
2. Break in order of 2 to 3, 4 to 5 (Break block 

which has more than two free faces) 
3. Keep the length of single block 1 m each 
4. After breaking one line (1 to 5), start breaking 

next line (8 to 10) 
5. Repeat above step 1 to 4 

1. It is important to keep always two open edges on the object in order to increase the productivity. 

18 

2. It is necessary to keep the b reaking length max. 1 m but more breaking cycle with less breaking length 
required to achieve high productiVity depending on the hardness of breaking object.(Harder material, 
more process to reach tile same target breaking length). 

( Eg.) Hard Rock excavation: Repeat breaking in line with single breaking length of 20cm 
(5 lines breaking ..;;. Broken length: 1m) 
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3. Effective Breaking 

2) Effective Breaking 
2-1) Dig into the crack 

Insert the tooth into the crack, if crack is visible on the 
rock. 

2-2) Adjustment of digging point 

II the breaking does not go well, make very little "Arm 
purr and/or "Boom dOwn· operation. (do not lever) 
• Maximum working pe110d Is 15 seconds 

3. Effective Breaking 

When large rock comes up, excavate soner area 
around the large rock and drop the rock off. 

(No direct breaking onto the large rock) 

2-4) Adjustment just after rock broken 

' 
Just alter the rocks are falling down, the front of the 
crawler is going back to the ground as no support 
UBder the ripper tooth. 

mm4 

Vibration penetrates into whole rock through the crack 
and it leads more elfectiVe breaking. 

"Arm pull" operation Slightly changes the breaking point 
and may lead to the erecttve breaking. or not, take the 
ripper arm out and change Into another posrtion) 

-.i. 
20 

X View 

Y breaking points 

Immediately stop "vibration' and operate "boom down· 
ano avoIa IaIe 0I0w. 

19 
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3. Effective Breaking 

3) Breaking by the rock hardness 
3-1) Soft rock 

■wamw 

3-2) Hard rock 

1. The width of breaking is different depending on the hardness of rock (Soft Rock > Hard Rock). 

21 

2. For both soft and hard rock, it is necessary to start Width 20cm, and if it is easy to break, extend the 

width like 20cm -;,. 30cm -;,. 40cm - find the most appropriate width of breaking. 

' Even if it is possible to make wide excavation, breaking in narrow width makes more productivity. 

(Balance between breaking speed and production volume) 

3. Effective Breaking 

Impossible to insert the tooth due to very hard rock 
(,,r1.,, lti,tl ,;t,vt,1<1I µu,;iliun,;). 

Inset the tooth vertically against the face of object, 
if slant position, the tooth may slip down. 

Insert the tooth With slant position (above ~icture). 

Once creating small hole on the object, rise the tooth 
on the object With continuous vibration. 

22 
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3. Effective Breaking 

3) Breaking by the rock hardness 
3-3) Hard rock 

fm11fi. 

11 the tooth goes into the object, never lever the ripper 
(it may cause the breakage of tooth and tooth holder). 

Keep the same procedure as explained. 

If the rock is too hard and few layers or cracks, tt is necessary to try below 4 points. 
Otherwise, please recommend bigger size of the Xcentric Ripper or hydraulic breaker. etc. 

1. Find the cracks and insert the tooth into the crack 
2. Break several points 
3. Break as like peeling the material 
4. Change the angle of ripper arm and break the material 

• The Xcentric Ripper is basically designed for breaking layered and/or fractured rocks and concrete 
and it is not recommended to use for very hard rock without cracks or very hard concrete. 

3. Effective Breaking fm11fi. 
4) Breaking by the direction of Layer and Cracks 

23 

24 
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3. Effective Breaking fmlfi. 
25 

4) Breaking by the direction of Layer and Cracks 

3. Effective Breaking fmlfi. 
26 

4) Breaking by the direction of Layer and Cracks 

Oblique angle 

Point 
Check the following points and study the most productive procedure to break the material before 
operation. (1. Direction of layer and widht, 2. Allowable area to set the excavator) 
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APPENDIX B: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR ROCK HAMMERS (REPRODUCED WITH 

EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM VAN-ED 

EQUIPMENT LTD.) 
 
 
 

 

PRINCIPLES OF BREAKING 

To increase the hammer's working life, pay particular attention to correct working methods 

and how to choose the correct tool for the job. There are essentially two ways of breaking 

with a hydraulic hammer. 

Penetrative breaking (or cutting) 

In this form of breaking, a moil point or chisel tool is forced inside the material. This method is 

most effective in soft, layered, or plastic, low-abrasive material. The high impact rate of the 

small hammers makes them ideal for penetrative breaking. 

Impact breaking 

With impact breaking, the material is broken by transferring very strong mechanical stress 

waves from the tool into the material. The best possible energy transfer between the tool and 

the object is achieved with a blunt tool. Impact breaking is most effective in hard, brittle and 

very abrasive materials. The use of a chisel tool in hard material will cause the sharp edge to 

wear very quickly. The high impact energy of the big hammers makes them ideal for impact 

breaking. 

 

 
  

VAN•ED 
EOUIPMENT 

R010007 
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CHOOSING TOOLS 

A selection of standard and special tools to suit each application are available. The correct type 

of tool must be selected to get the best possible working results and longest lifetime for the 

tool. Choosing the best tool type for an application may require some testing, please consult 

with your local dealer. See “Tool specifications” on page 58. 

Chisel, moil point and pyramid 

• For sedimentary (e.g., sandstone) and weak metamorphic rock into which the tool 

penetrates. 

• Concrete. 

• Trenching and benching. 

Blunt tool 

• For igneous (e.g., granite) and tough metamorphic rock (e.g., gneiss) into which the 

tool does not penetrate. 

• Concrete. 

• Breaking boulders. 

Super blunt 

• When tool wear is extensive in igneous (e.g., granite) and tough metamorphic rock (e.g., 

gneiss) into which the tool doesn't penetrate 

• Breaking boulders (very abrasive rock). 

• Do not use for penetrative work or in non-abrasive rock! 

It is important to choose a tool, which is suitable for your hammer and for the  

application you are working on. The tool selection available depend on hammer model. 
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DAILY OPERATION 

 

Warning! Protect yourself and your neighborhood against flying chips of rock. Do not 

operate the hammer or carrier if someone is too close to the hammer. 

 

The hammer as a standard assembly, must not be used under water. If water fills the 

space where the piston strikes the tool, a strong pressure wave is generated, and the hammer 

may be damaged. 

1. Prepare the carrier for normal excavation work. Move the carrier to the required 

position. Set the drive to neutral. 

 

2. Set the engine speed to the recommended engine RPM for correct amount of oil supply. 

 

3. Carefully operate the carrier controls to place the hammer and boom into the breaking 

position. Quick and careless boom movements could result in damage to the hammer. 

 

 

  

A 

A 
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4. Use the excavator boom to press the hammer firmly against the object. Do not pry the 

hammer with the boom. Do not press too hard or too gently with the boom. The correct 

force is applied when the tracks start to lift slightly from the ground. 

 

5. Place the tool against the object at 90-degree angle. Avoid small irregularities on the 

object which will break easily and cause either idle strokes or an incorrect working 

angle. 

 

6. When demolishing vertical structures (e.g., brick walls), place the tool against the wall 

at a 90-degree angle. 
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7. Start the hammer. 

 

8. A safety screen is recommended to protect the operator from flying debris. Keep 
the cabin windows and doors closed during operation. 

 

 

 

9. Note: Listen to the hammer's sound when you are using it. If the sound becomes weaker 

and the impact less efficient, the tool is misaligned with the material and/or there is 

not enough down force on the tool. Realign the tool and press the tool firmly against 

the material. 

 

10. Do not strike in one spot for more than 15 seconds at a time. If the object does not 

break, or if the tool does not penetrate, stop the hammer, and change the position of 

the tool. Working too long in one spot will create stone dust under the tool. Dust 

dampens the impact effect and produces heat. 

 

11. Do not let the tool move outwards from the hammer when it penetrates. Keep the 

down-pressure on the hammer while breaking. 

 

  

R010013 
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12. To use the hammer most efficiently when breaking big boulders, concentrate on small 

steps from the outer edge towards the middle. 

 

 

13. When breaking hard or frozen ground, use the benching method. Start with clearing a 

small area from the edge. Then continue by breaking material  

towards the open area. 
 

14. Stop the hammer quickly. Do not allow the hammer to fall down and make idle strokes 

when an object breaks. Frequent idle strokes have a deteriorating effect on the 

hammer. If the hammer falls through, the housing wears out more quickly. 

 

 

 

15. When breaking concrete, hard, or frozen ground, never strike and pry with the tool at 

the same time. The tool may break. Bending may be caused by stones inside hard or 

frozen ground. Be careful and stop striking if you find sudden resistance under the tool. 

 

16. Keep the tool at a 90-degree angle at all times. If the object moves or its surface breaks, 

correct the angle immediately. Keep the feed force and tool aligned. 

 
 

R010016 
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17. Do not use the hammer tools to move rocks. The stone claws are designed for this 

purpose. 

 

 

18. Do not use the hammer to sweep the ground of debris. This may damage the 

hammer and the housing will wear out more quickly. 

 

 

19. When operating the hammer, make sure that it does not contact the carrier boom or 

hydraulic lines. 

 

 

0 
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20. Do not operate the hammer with the carrier's boom, stick or bucket cylinders at the end 

of their stroke (either fully extended or fully retracted). Damage to the carrier may 

result. 

 
21. Do not use the hammer or hammer tools for lifting. Lifting eyes on the hammer are for 

storage and maintenance purposes only. 

 

22. The tool shank must be well greased during operation. Regular visual inspections during 

operation are recommended. An unlubricated tool shank requires more frequent 

greasing intervals. A tool shank covered with excessive grease requires less frequent 

greasing intervals. 

R010023 
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